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PLEDGE

I pledge to support women’s empowerment by providing opportunities in Safe Water Enterprises / Water ATMs and 
promoting women’s involvement in affordable and safe drinking water programs. I am committed to the principles of 
women’s dignity, inclusion, and equality, and I will reflect this dedication in my interactions at home and at the workplace. 
To the best of my ability, I will ensure that women’s rights and water rights are protected and supported, and I will 
continue to seek opportunities in service of these social goals.
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WKRC PARTNERS

Minhaj Chowdhury, CEO
Women franchisee have been always a key partner in our programs and have helped created 
smarter water partnerships that are long lasting as they bring in local native intelligence and 
community connect. We will now empower them to be operators.

Laxmi Surshe, Manger HR
By involving women in the facilities’ design, implementation and management, we have not 
only be able to help women break stereotypical roles but also help them to become economically 
independent. We are hugely supported by the Municipal Corporation and the women SHGs and 
we pledge to empower more in our program to accelerate the SDGs Goal 6.1.

Naveen Mathur, CEO 
We are adopting this Gender Toolkit for women inclusion in our water initiatives. Safe Water 
Alliance Platform provides excellent opportunities for cross- learning. This will also benefit our 
current women mobilizers and operators in our program.

Madhu Krishnamoorthy, Director
WaterHealth is an equal opportunity organization, we have women at all levels and have also 
included them at our Dr. Water community Water ATMs program. This gender toolkit is the first 
in the sector and will be helpful for the expansion of the program with women by the sector 
stakeholders and NGOs

Dr Parag Agarwal, Founder & CEO
We extend our solidarity towards empowering women to earn their livelihoods in water 
programs. While we have women leaders in our team we will use this Gender Toolkit to create 
social entrepreneurs and help transform lives at the grass-root level.

Mukula Joglekar, CSR Business Head
The WoW team at waterlife has 20 women employee in staff positions and about  70 frontline 
women operators. In our program we have learnt that women may at first seem hesitant about 
their own abilities but they are willing to learn and are tenacious. The Water ATMs managed by 
them have less maintenance issues and are equally reliable and sustainable in service delivery. 
The ultimate development rests in women empowerment and this toolkit will be an additional 
resource for program expansion.

Poonam Sewak, Trustee & VP, Knowledge and Partnerships
Building upon our Water Women initiative ‘Safe Water Enterprises: Transforming Women from 
Water Carriers to Water Entrepreneurs’ in 2019 that resulted in creating a movement of ‘Water 
Aunties’ where women worked as Water ATM entrepreneur and operators. Under this USAID 
supported SEWAH program, we developed this Gender Toolkit for ‘Empowering Women in Safe 
Water Enterprises’ for replication and scale up. For us increased women participation in the 
program is not ‘just a number’ it is happiness as we have shifted the woman’s life from pot on 
the head to money in hand. With our constant efforts, we have increased women participation in 
SWE management from 3% in 2016 to 28% in 2020, benefitting women and girls.”
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Inadequate WASH services disproportionately burden 
women. Policy framing and implementation must 
recognise and address the experiences, needs, and barriers 
faced by women and girls.
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TOOLKIT CONTENTS 
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ATM Automated Teller Machine
FSE Field Service Entity
GBV Gender-Based Violence
GP Gram Panchayat
iSWEET Digital Small Water Enterprise Entrepreneur Toolkit
MoHUA Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs
NGO Non-Governmental Organization
RMS Remote Monitoring System
RO Reverse Osmosis
SEWAH Sustainable Enterprises for Water and Health
SOP Standard Operating Procedure
SWE Safe Water Enterprise
SWNI Safe Water Network India
ULBs Urban Local Bodies
VWSC Village Water and Sanitation Committee
WASH Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
WKRC Water Knowledge Resource Center

ACRONYMS 
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ExECuTIvE SuMMARY:

Global Gender Gap Index 2020, ranked India as 112 out of 153 countries, with the score moving from 0.665 in 2018 to 0.668 in 
2020. India’s overall unemployment rate is 9.1%2 , with urban unemployment at 8.8%3, but unemployment is 18%3  among 
women. There is an urgent need to address the widespread barriers women face and promote their inclusion in the 
workforce. Government of India, Development Partners, and NGOs endeavour to bridge this gap to end gender-based 
inequities and reduce the disparity between men and women. Economic opportunity for women remains the key driver to 
accelerate this change.

Any water sector hurdles lead to substantial economic and social impact, disproportionately affecting females. For 
instance, water collection time and efforts detract from women’s ability to contribute to income-generation, impacts 
girls attendance in schools5, and interfere with the time required to tend the sick at home. Therefore, women quickly see 
the advantages of investing in water treatment infrastructure and often play a crucial role in convincing the broader 
community to undertake construction, operation, maintenance, repair, and long-term management6. The Government 
of India’s Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) Rural and JJM-Urban program prioritizes women engagement, skilling, and 
empowerment. It recommends 50% of women’s7 participation in the local Water Boards to govern and regulate water 
programs. Impart skills for water quality monitoring and surveillance, water source protection, plumbers, electricians, 
motor mechanics, pump operators, etc. Their active participation empowers them financially, develops confidence and 
ensures the sustainability of the water supply systems. Women have hitherto played roles in this sector as village health 
workers, hygiene educators and water-supply technicians8. 

This Gender Toolkit ‘Empowering Women in Safe Water Enterprises’ collects field implementation practices of Small 
Water Enterprises (SWEs) Implementing Partners under the USAID supported SEWAH (Sustainable Enterprises for Water 
Health) Program. SWEs or Water ATMs are decentralized, safe drinking water solutions that provide affordable, safe water 
access, offering round the clock drinking water security to the communities in urban slums or water quality-affected 
habitations and consumers ‘on the go’. The purpose of designing this Gender toolkit is to share our success and enable 
women self-help groups, NGOs, and governments to empower women in the SWEs program. These women operate, 
maintain and manage their safe water source, earn a livelihood, gain social inclusion along the value chain, and impart the 
necessary resources, skilling, training, and technology to ensure the program’s success.

This Toolkit outlines the methodology and steps to engage women as entrepreneurs in their water program. It informs 
how to guide staff to operationalize women entrepreneurship in gender-related work and SWEs. It includes gender-
responsive indicators, the imperatives for onboarding, supporting and retaining women, engagement process with men to 
breakdown patriarchal barriers, and teaching women groups how to plan, design, operate, monitor and feedback process. 
It lays down how to rely on clear mandates, processes and systems to bring gender integration in the program, operating 
under a PPP Model with private sector participation and government endorsement. 
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Our strategy emphasizes gender inclusion through mandatory gender analysis and gender-specific tools; prepare a gender 
action plan, integrate gender into the overall work plan, creating gender-related targets and reporting in standard formats. 

This Toolkit tackles and addresses the following questions to mainstream women in the SWE program:
1. What are the barriers to gender equality and social inclusion for women’s participation in general, particularly in 

SWEs?
2. What communication or messaging be effective at the community level to reorient the male-centric or patriarchal 

mindset in society that creates a hurdle in women participation?
3. How can we weave women employment opportunities during the policy formulation and include socially 

marginalized people as well?
4. How can an NGO (Non-Government Organization) play a constructive role in social reforms to address gender 

issues?
5. What are the potential measures needed to attract women to the SWEs program and retain them? 

Besides safe drinking water and women empowerment, this Toolkit addresses several cross-cutting themes, such 
as Inclusive Development for women, Policy and Planning, Innovation and Technology, PPP Benefits, Strategic 
Communications and Outreach. 

The women participation in SWE management increased from 3% in 2016 to 28% in 2020, benefitted women and girls.
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I never doubted that I could lead a team 
of male executives. All I needed was an 
opportunity. I am glad I got a chance to 
prove myself.
Kalavathi, SWE Water ATM Cluster Coordinator
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Introducing Women in Safe Water Enterprises (SWEs): Safe Water Network’s initiatives to engage women as social 
entrepreneurs in the SWE9 value chain has helped to overcome traditional barriers to women’s participation in managing 
their own source of safe water in India and framed the process used to mainstream women into the entrepreneurial and 
operational roles required to manage these SWEs. While Safe Water Network trains women to implement SWEs through 
different operating models entrepreneurship and women’s self-help group, they have been traditionally operated and 
maintained, and managed by male social entrepreneurs from the community. In 2016, Safe Water Network began rolling 
out a new approach to its SWE implementation to expand women’s role beyond safe water consumer to entrepreneur and 
operator. We successfully trained 256 women (mix of Entrepreneurs, Operators, SHGs, Retailers, Distributors, Mobilisers) 
across SWEs across three states (Telangana, Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh). This success is now being replicated by other 
SWE implementers, especially those SWEs who are Water Knowledge Resource Center partners (WKRC) under the USAID 
supported project SEWAH – Sustainable Enterprises for Water and Health.

Tools and Strategies for Replication of SWEs through WKRC partners under program SEWAH: Access to formal, 
informal and vocational water education, training and employment of grassroots has been at the forefront of all SWE 
implementers. In India, there are ~30 SWE implementers who do capacity building of grass-root workers in SWEs 
operations, maintenance, and management predominantly males. We worked together with them to include women in 
their programs and present the collective success of the initiative. Working with SWE WKRC partners, we identified the 
barriers to women participation in SWEs and devised special programs and strategies for their inclusion. This Toolkit 
shares these DIY tools needed for mainstreaming women in SWEs. These tools are a mix of pictorial and audio-visual in 
local language and practical hands-on training and periodic refresher courses. 

These tools are:
Tool 1 Gender Barriers & Women Inclusion in SWEs and Tool 2 Assessing the lives and needs of SWE Women Operators– 
Integrating Women in SWEs. These tools will help in identifying challenges faced by women in SWEs participation. 
Moreover, it will help stakeholders develop strategies, build measures, engage women to sensitize them, and work with 
them to enable safe drinking water provision aligning with “Human Development Goal in India”. The initiative will also 
build women groups’ capacity by empowering them to break psychological and patriarchal barriers to step outside homes 
and earn a livelihood (Refer to Questionnaire Section 4). Tool 3 Digital Small Water Entrepreneurs Toolkit –iSWEET. This 
Digital Small Water Enterprise Entrepreneur Toolkit consists of 10 modules, 30 tools, and 63 sub-tools. Web-based intuitive 
and easy to use, these tools are adapted locally to achieve the twin goals of reliable and sustainable safe water access and 
creating a cadre of water social entrepreneurs (Refer Annexure 2). Tool 4 Online Audio-Visual Training on SWE O&M and 
Tool 5 Case Study. 

•	 Spotlight	on	Scale	Safe	Water	Enterprises:		Transforming	Women	from	Water	
Carriers to Water Entrepreneurs

•	 The	Role	of	Women-Led	Safe	Water	Enterprises	in	Public	Health	
•	 Promoting	Women	Entrepreneurship	in	WASH	Through	Safe	Water	Enterprises
•	 Empowering	Women	through	Safe	Water
•	 Tool	1	QUESTIONNAIRE	-	Gender	Baseline	and	Integrating	Women	in	SWEs	
•	 Tool	2	iSWEET	-	Digital	Small	Water	Enterprise	Entrepreneur	Toolkit
•	 Tool	3	Water	ATM	-	Operator	Training	Tool

LIST Of TOOLS:

Access to Safe Water 
Network’s 
Women Empowerment in 
Safe Water Enterprises 
documents and tools

9 SWEs  Safe Water Enterprises or Water ATMs are decentralized safe drinking water kiosks that sustainably provide access to affordable and reliable drinking 
water in low income communities or high footfall areas like hospitals, bus stands, railway station etc so that the consumer can collect water in their own 
container. Thus it not only improves public health, generate livelihood but also prevents plastic scourge
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Purpose of this toolkit 
This Gender Toolkit outlines the steps to be adopted by SWEs implementers, urban local bodies, NGOs and 
government towards inclusion of women in their safe drinking water program through SWEs. The purpose of this 
toolkit is to provide program design, planning and execution and also the imperatives for onboarding, supporting and 
retaining women in the SWE program. It includes engagement with women groups at all stages of the program cycle 
from planning, designing, inception, to monitoring and feedback process. This toolkit will help transcend the women’s 
traditional roles of water collection, storage and use to operating, maintenance and managing their safe source 
of water. Furthermore, the tool kit examines and develop strategies to break the barriers that place women in the 
subordination role in society. The ultimate goal is transformation of the gender division of labour and challenge the 
power relations between women and men and bring financial independence through livelihood generation.

How to use this toolkit?
This toolkit outlines the steps to be adopted by SWEs implementers towards inclusion of women in their program 
and ensure safe water access and availability to the communities. The activities/steps mentioned have been framed 
considering the output indicators for gender mainstreaming as defined by USAID and UN to measure implementation 
of	the	program.	Refer	to	the	Tool	1	QUESTIONNAIRE	–Gender	Baseline	and		Integrating	Women	in	SWEs.	This	tool	
will help in identifying challenges faced by women in SWEs participation. Moreover, it will help stakeholders to 
develop strategies, build measures, engage women to sensitize them and work with them to enable safe drinking water 
provision aligning with “Human Development Goal in India” as well. The initiative will also build capacity of women 
groups by empowering them to break psychological and patriarchal barriers to step outside homes and earn livelihood.

Who is this toolkit for?
This Gender Toolkit is a structured and comprehensive step by step approach to assist Small Water Enterprise 
Implements / Water ATM implementers, Governments, ULBs, Water Service Providers, Development Partners, Social 
Entrepreneurs, and NGOs to harness the entrepreneurial spirit and create a cadre of women social entrepreneurs that 
locally own and sustainably operate their safe drinking water source.

AbOuT ThIS TOOLKIT:
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SECTION 1 
GENDER MAINSTREAMING

Padmaja, Plant Operator; Vijaylaxmi, Cluster Coordinator; Kalavathi, Field executive at the Water ATM in Rangasaipet, Warangal, Telangana
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To get a bucket of drinking water is a struggle for most women in the country. The time lost in fetching water can 
translate into financial gains, leading to better family life10. Water-related diseases often increase women’s care 
responsibilities, thus intensifying their labour, reducing the amount of water they can collect, and limiting the time 
they can spend working or engaging in community activities11. Women are direct beneficiaries of improved access 
to water and sanitation, including reductions in water-related mortality and morbidity and positive impacts on 
productivity, child development and quality of life.

Gender mainstreaming is the process of assessing implications for women, men, girls and boys of any planned action 
including legislation, policies or programmes at all levels. It refers to a strategy of benefiting women and girlsafter 
factoring in the concerns and experiences of women, men, girls, and boys, as an integral dimension of design and 
implementation, monitoring and evaluating policies and programmes. Once this forms a part of the political, economic 
and societal spheres, it benefits the women and girls equally by removing inequality. The ultimate goal is to achieve 
gender equality12

Seven Principles of Gender Mainstreaming

10 Ministry of Jalshakti, December 2019. Operational Guidelines for the implementation of al Jeevan Mission har Ghar Jal. Accessed at: https://jalshakti-ddws. 
   gov.in/sites/default/files/JJM_Operational_Guidelines.pdf
11 UN Women 2000 and Beyond Report, February 2005. Women and Water. Accessed at: https://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/public/Feb05.pdf
12 https://www.unicef.org/rosa/sites/unicef.org.rosa/files/2018-12/Gender%20Toolkit%20Integrating%20Gender%20in%20Programming%20for%20Every%20 
   Child%20UNICEF%20South%20Asia%202018.pdf

Apply a gender lens 
to existing structures, 
processes and culture 

Ownership and 
commitment by all 
stakeholders necessary for 
gender mainstreaming 

Recognize needs and 
interests of women and 
men, girls and boys as 
different and equal 

Gender adviser/team/focal point to support and promote 
gender skills and approaches but overall responsibility 
for gender mainstreaming and implementation lies with 
all staff 

Women and men work 
together to rebalance 
access and control over 
resources and power 

Political will, support and 
commitment from the 
top to lead and authorize 
process 

All staff involved in 
implementation need to 
be gender-aware 

Source: UNICEF Report, 2018
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SECTION 2
INCLuDING WOMEN IN OPERATING 
SAfE WATER ENTERPRISES

G. Surekha, Plant Operator at Malakpet Water ATM undergoing maintenance training 
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Safe Water Network’s women-focused program creates economic empowerment opportunities for women as 
entrepreneurs, operators, distributors, and community mobilizers, shifting their role from water carriers to water 
entrepreneurs and managers.

Opportunities for Women in SWEs

SHG MANAGER
Selected from within 

the community. Owns 
and manages Water 

ATM.
MOBILIZER

Responsible for 
community engagement and 
demand generation activities 

to enroll consumers and 
encourage them to adopt 

safe drinking water 
behaviours.

CLUSTER 
COORDINATOR 
Oversees small 

cluster of stations. 
Leads performance 

metrics, reporting, and 
sustainability.

OPERATOR
Runs day-to-day 
operations and 
business of the 

station.

FIELD EXECUTIVE 
Trained in operations 

andmanagement. 
Supports and monitors 

the operator.
RETAILER 

Shop owner in the village. 
Sells water at additional 

nominal margin to 
facilitate widespread 

access.
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Results Framework

Gender Indicators

Economic Indicators

1
2
3

1
2

Economic 
Participation and 
Opportunity 
•	 Increased	

participation in 
small business

•	 Improved	
employment 
opportunities

•	 Breaking	of	
gender roles and 
stereotypes around 
women’s labour

•	 Increased	level	of	
self-efficacy and 
work efficiency 

Educational 
Attainment  
•	 Entrepreneurial	

and management 
skills developed

•	 Financial	literacy	
and operational 
knowledge 
increased

•	 Increased	
availability of 
capacity building 
courseware

•	 Training	
efficiencies created 
through innovative 
digital training and 
tools 

Health and 
Survival 
•	 Improved	health,	

especially for 
pregnant women 
and lactating 
mothers

•	 Reduced	drudgery	
of water collection 
for women and girls

•	 Reduced	incidence	
of waterborne 
diseases

Political
Empowerment 
•	 More	women	in	

decision-making 
positions in water 
committees and 
boards

•	 	District-	and	block-
level leadership 
skills developed

•	 Representation	
and voice in 
local governance 
institutions

•	 Policy	engagement	
at national and 
local level 

Indicators

Outcome

Number of Women and girls who report improved safety and security from GBV at collection point

Number of Women employed in SWEs and SWE value change

Number of Women relieved from drudgery to collect Water

Amount of money earned Water

Number of women reported reduction in GBVs incidence
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SECTION 3 
bREAKING bARRIERS

S. Malleahwari logging operations at the Water ATM in Neeridigunta, Sangareddy
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Framework for Understanding Barriers and Enablers to Women’s 
Participation in the SWE  Program13

13 Spotlight on Scale: SWE Transforming Women from Water Carriers to Water Entrepreneurs, August 2019

•		 Permission	from	male	members	to	step	out	of	house,	to	talk	to	other	people
•		 Reprimanding	from	male	members	for	wasting	time	and	not	working	in	traditional	roles
•		 Complaints	from	elders	about	neglecting	the	home
•		 Rejection/exclusion	by	society	for	entrepreneurship
•		 Lack	of	education,	skills
•		 Under-confidence	that	“I	cannot	work	alone	because	I	am	a	woman”
•		 Fear	of	technology	and	machinery

•		 Number	of	women	willing	to	participate	in	program	and	in	which	roles
•		 Number	of	women	who	were	influenced/motivated	to	work	for	the	program
•		 Reason	for	dropout	after	being	selected	as	entrepreneur/operator

•		 Efficacy	of	existing	training	programmes	
•		 Enhanced	self-	efficacy	and	ability	for	demonstration
•		 Acquisition	of	new	skills	
•		 Enhanced	control	on	business	operations,	planning,	reporting,	and	troubleshooting
•		 Financial	independence	and	livelihood	generation

•		 Confidence	in	Public	Speaking		
•		 Confidence	to	deal	with	day-to-day	issues	
•		 Enhanced	confidence	to	contribute	to	family	decision-making	
•		 Enhanced	power	and	confidence	for	Operations	and	Maintenance	(O&M),	budgeting	and	

consumer management 

•		 Managing	Business	performance	and	sales			
•		 Dealing	with	Operations/Consumers/Distributors	on	day-to-day	basis		
•		 Ability	to	give	feedback	and	stand	one’s	own	ground		
•		 Capacity	to	lead	a	group	or	committee		
•		 Ability	to	guide	children/siblings	in	education		

•		 Assuming	greater	responsibilities	at	personal,	social	and	Business	level			
•		 Ability	to	communicate	with	people	
•		 Enhanced	public	speaking		
•		 Recognition	as	a	role-model	amongst	community		

Barriers 
Issues 
Concerns

Participation 
Access 
Control 

Success 
Skills 
Productivity 
Income

Self Confidence

Work-Efficacy 
Self-Efficacy 

Social Influence
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Women’s engagement in the SWEs Women’s Empowerment Program, and the SWE sector more broadly, also presents a 
unique opportunity for women to embrace technology and take on management roles, shifting away from traditional 
livelihoods Centerd on agriculture and artisanship. As women are becoming more technologically savvy, we expect to 
see attitudinal changes in society that lead to increased opportunities for women in more skilled sectors.

The Government of India (GoI) recognizes the economic benefits and social value of policies and programs that create 
opportunities for women’s participation and empowerment. These include comprehensive national laws, policies, and 
programs that support livelihood generation, empowerment, and facilities like water supply to provide access to basic 
services and the improvement of women’s lives. ome of the GoI’s schemes and initiatives to empower women at various 
levels are: 

National Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM): aims at creating institutional platforms for livelihood generation for 
rural poor; Mission for Elimination of Poverty in Municipal Areas (MEPMA): aims to eliminate poverty and improve 
the quality of life for urban poor through livelihoods; Support to Training and Employment Program for Women 
(STEP): program to strengthen and improve women’s small business skills and generate employment Opportunities; 
Mahila Shakti Kendra (MSK): empowers rural women through community participation and through establishing an 
enabling environment in which they can realize their full potential; National Rural Drinking Water Program (NRDWP): 
empowers women through specific budgets and institutional posts for women in the rural Water Supply Systems; 
Constitutional Amendments 73 and 74 devolve drinking water, water management, watershed development, and 
sanitation into urban and rural local bodies.

Create a Field Service Entity for technical support, regular repair and maintenance of SWE, training the new recruits, 
monitoring the SWEs and conducting periodic refresher course of SWE operator, field executives and cluster 
coordinators for each Safe Water Enterprises that is set up. Expand the role of the local Field Service Entity, where in its 
staff of field executives provide additional support to SHG members and offer an extended period of direct hands-on 
support in thecommunity.

Deploy remote monitoring system for real time operational visibility and reduce the burden of operational and financial 
monitoring and reporting, use UPI payment, RFID cards or coin operated water dispensing systems to prevent petty 
change and money handling and 24x7 automatic water dispensing to prevent water kiosk manning time.

Gender-responsive governance framework and implementation of 
the human rights to water

Global Guidelines and National Policies for Women Empowerment

Field Service Entity

Technology Enablement for Women inclusion in SWEs
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Catalytic Impact of Participation in the SWE Value Chain

Source: Transforming Women from Water Carriers to Water Entrepreneurs, August 2019. 
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Involving women in designing, planning, and implementing water, 
sanitation and hygiene (WASH) programmes help decrease school 
dropout rates and improve literacy rates and health outcomes. It 
also improves the upkeep and life of water systems.
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SECTION 4 
GENDER MAINSTREAMING TOOLS 

Nemuri Rani checking operations at the Vinayak Nagar, Hyderabad Water ATM
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This section contains the tools 
for integrating women in SWE. 
This tool studies the landscape 
and feasibility of including 
women in the SWE Program. 
It aims to understand the 
hurdles and enablers for women 
participation. 

It has the following sections: 

1) Section 1: Demographics and 
General Information

2) Section 2: Socio-Cultural 
Norms

3) Section 3: Interviews with 
SHG women and key opinion 
leaders
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14 Developed by Stratage Consultinghttp://stratageconsulting.com/

Tool 1: Gender Barriers and Women Inclusion in SWEs

Good______ or Namaste! I am_______ (MENTION YOUR NAME) from (MENTION NAME OF THE ORGANIZATION). 
Today we are conducting an interview understand the challenges faced by you in taking up new business opportunities. 
I will take about 20 minutes of your time.  Before starting this interview14, I wish to tell you that all information given by 
you will be kept strictly confidential and not revealed to any other entity, without your prior permission.  We also confirm 
that this interview complies with all International & National market research guidelines.  Under no circumstance will 
this information be used for sales or any commercial purpose.

State Name:

Block:

District: 

Respondent’s 
(Community/
women/SHG/KOL) 
name 

Designation (If 
applicable)

Contact number

Address 

Date of interview
Interviewer’s name

Time of Start:____________       Time of End:____________       Total Duration:____________

CONTACT FEMALES (from the community/SHGs/Self-employed women) ONLY
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SECTION 1: Demographics and General Information

Q1. Please tell me your full name? 

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Q2. Please tell me your age as completed on your last birthday in years (Post CODE from the below-given list)?

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

AGE:

Q3. Can you tell me to what level have you studied?

Q4. I am now going to read out some occupation options which are possible to undertake in your community. 
Please tell me if any of your family member/s are involved in such a profession.  READOUT THE PROFESSIONs 
TO THE RESPONDENT

18- 24 years 1

25- 30 years 2

31-35 years 3

36-40 years 4

41-45 years 5

46-50 years 6

Above 50 years    7

Not able to read or write 1

Literate but no formal schooling 2

School - Up to 4 years 3

School - 5 to 9 years 4

SSC/HSC 5

Some college (incl. Diploma) but not graduate 6

Graduate-General 7

Graduate-Professional 8

Post-Graduate-General 9

Post-Graduate-Professional 10

Skilled labourer 1 2

Farming 1 2

Own business 1 2

Work for small businesses 1 2

RO plant/Water business 1 2

Any other (Specify)……………………………. 1 2

Yes No
If Yes, no. of family members 

involved in the profession
Relationship/s of the 

member with you
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Q5.            What is your principal job in terms of roles and responsibilities (enlist the activities including household  
 responsibilities)

1. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Q6. Please tell me if you are currently earning and associated with any business?

 YES_____1______           NO_________2_____

 If yes (1), which business. Pls specify______________________________________________________________________

Q7.  We will now talk about the various water sources that people use. please tell me if you are aware of these or  
 not? 

 (Multiple Coding Possible)

Q8a.  Are you aware of or heard about water plants? If yes, please specify the source of information? 

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Q8b.  Please tell me would you be interested in associating with such program if given an opportunity?

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Q8c.   What will be the factors/motivation for joining the water business? (Multiple Coding Possible)

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 YES NO

Home Tap 1 2

Community Tap 1 2

Boring / Handpump / Tubewells 1 2

Tanker Water 1 2

Water available at Kiosk / ATM / Vending Machines 1 2

Pouch / Bottle / Jerry Can Water purchased from shops 1 2

  CODE

A Near to home 1

B Husbands involvement in the business 2

C Station set up in your own property/land 3

D Financial independence 4

E Recommended by someone (if yes, specify who) KOLs, water  5 
 plant representatives _________________

F Provides training programs to empower women 6

G Helps to gain recognition in society 7

H Other reasons (Please specify……………………………………………………………………….) 8
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Q9.  IF USING ANY SOURCE OTHER THAN HOME TAP FOR DRINKING. Who in your household collects the  
 drinking water regularly? SINGLE ANSWER

Q10. On average, how much time do you spend (monthly) in caring for elders falling sick due to waterborne diseases?

Q11.  Onaverage, how many days of work/livelihood you/women in the house lost in caring for elders/children  
 falling sick due to waterborne disease in the last 1 year?

Did not miss a single day in the last 1 year 1

Missed 1 -3 days in the last 1 year 2

Missed 4-7 days in the last 1 year 3

Missed 8-10 days in the last 1 year 4

More than 10 days in the last 1 year 5

None 1

1 day 2

2 days 3

3 days 4

4 days 5

More than 4 days 6

Water Sources Drinking

Home Tap 1

Community Tap 2

Boring / Handpump / Tube wells 3

Tanker Water 4

Water available at Kiosk / ATM / Vending Machines 5

Pouch / Bottle / Jerry Can Water purchased from shops 6

SECTION 2: Socio-Cultural Norms
Instructions for the Interviewers: Study the existing Socio-Cultural norms and existing importance of women in the 
community 

Q12.  Questions to check the existing importance of women in the community/society (Only single response possible)

  Yes No Don’t Know/ 
   Can’t Say 

A Are you expected to obey the decisions of your husband? 1 2 3

B The women in your community have little voice in public  1 2 3 
discussions about development opportunities

C Women in your community are financially independent 1 2 3

D You seek permission from someone to move out of the house 1 2 3

E A man and women share responsibilities both for earning money 1 2 3  
and caring for the home and family

F You rely on someone from the community to take suggestions  1 2 3 
before taking important decisions
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Q13. Questions to check the challenges and hurdles realized by women: (Five-point Likert scale) 

  Strongly  Disagree Neither Agree Strongly  
 disagree  agree nor  Agree 
   disagree

13A Social challenges      

1 Hindrances due to the traditional outlook that women  1 2 3 4 5 
are meant for household chores and traditional tasks

2 Resistance from the elderly members of the family 1 2 3 4 5

3 Safety concerns on being outside the house 1 2 3 4 5

4 Lack of self-confidence triggered by societal 1 2 3 4 5 
discrimination

13B Financial challenges     

5 You face scarcity of funds for starting a new business 1 2 3 4 5

6 Lack of access to capital/microfinance from banks 1 2 3 4 5

7 Scarcity of resources like land, raw water, manpower  
for distribution of water 1 2 3 4 5

13C Political challenges     

8 Limited participation of women in village-level 1 2 3 4 5 
political meetings

9 Lack of voice in the political meetings 1 2 3 4 5

10 Limited or negligible representation in political arena 1 2 3 4 5

13D Institutional challenges     

11 There is a lack of networks to collaborate and learn  1 2 3 4 5

12 Lack of role models to mobilize and motivate women 1 2 3 4 5 
for business

13 Limited access to information and resources 1 2 3 4 5

13E Environmental challenges in accessing water     

14 Inadequate and improper water collection points and 1 2 3 4 5 
facility exist?

15 Water collection too early in the day or too late at night 1 2 3 4 5

16 Long walking distance of the source from home 1 2 3 4 5

13F Gender-based violence     

17 Bullying at a water point 1 2 3 4 5

18 Harassment while walking back home 1 2 3 4 5

19 Violence due to insufficiency of water 1 2 3 4 5 
(more no. of people fetching per water source)

ûû û ü= üü
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SECTION 3: Individual	Interviews	with	Key	Opinion	Leaders/Shg	Members

Q14. What is your view about the selection and recruitment process followed in your village/city for committees?

A)	 Do	you	think	that	the	selection	process	effectively	recruits	suitable	FEMALE/MALE	candidates	for	different	 
 positions?

 YES_____1______           NO_________2_____

 Pls Explain______________________________________________________________________________________________

B)		 Do	you	think	that	F/M	staff	have	different	abilities	or	are	better	suited	for	specific	fields	of	work	(such	as	 
	 technical,	operational,	fieldwork?).

 YES_____1______           NO_________2_____

 Pls Explain______________________________________________________________________________________________

C) What are the constraints in the recruitment and selection process of female staff for different positions?

D) What efforts, if any, are made to improve women’s recruitment for different positions? Please provide details.  
	 (For	example:	provide	incentives	or	conduct	campaigns	etc.	pls	specify

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Q15.  Who participates in the meetings held for taking

(A)	 Strategic	management	decisions	_________________________________________________________________________

(B)	 Routine	operational	decisions?	___________________________________________________________________________

Q16. How often do women members participate in meetings held for taking strategic management decisions? 

Q17.  Do you think that suggestions made by F/M participants are accepted equally in the decision-making process? 

 YES_____1______           NO_________2_____

 Pls specify why_________________________________________________________________________________________

 Every meeting Frequently Sometimes Never

 1 2 3 4
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Tool 2: Assessing the lives and needs of SWE Women Operators

SECTION 1: Individual Interviews with Women After Onboarding

Instructions for the Interviewers: Study the benefits realized and identify the challenges/barriers faced

Q1. Questions to assess the impact of the program (Five-point Likert scale) 

  Strongly  Disagree Neither Agree Strongly  
 disagree  agree nor  Agree 
   disagree

1A Assess the impact of Water ATMsin the lives of  
women/ impact on the confidence of women

1 Have gained a voice in house, society and public  1 2 3 4 5 
meetings

2 You don’t mind speaking in public even when the 1 2 3 4 5 
traditional leader is around

3 If a decision was made in a public forum that might 1 2 3 4 5 
negatively impact your life and life of your children,  
wouldyou not hesitate to stand up and protest?

4 Gained respect and power within the household 1 2 3 4 5 
and in the society

1B Influence on community and other women in the community

5 You have mobilized, and motivated other women in 1 2 3 4 5 
the community to move out of their house premises  
and work

6 Women in the community identify you as a role model 1 2 3 4 5 
and approach you for suggestions and advice

7 You have now managed to change the mindset of 1 2 3 4 5 
elderly women in your own house and community  
towards the independence of women

1C Influence of SWE program on group participation

8 You now frequently participate in public forums in 1 2 3 4 5 
the village

9 The community leaders consult me for important 1 2 3 4 5 
decisions related to the development activities of  
the village

ûû û ü= üü
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Q2. Questions to check the challenges and hurdles realized: (Five-point Likert scale)

  Strongly  Disagree Neither Agree Strongly  
 disagree  agree nor  Agree 
   disagree

2A Social:

1 Hindrances due to the traditional outlook that women 1 2 3 4 5 
are meant for household chores and traditional tasks

2 Resistance from the elderly members of the family 1 2 3 4 5

3 Safety concerns on being outside the house 1 2 3 4 5

4 Lack of self-confidence triggered by societal 1 2 3 4 5 
discrimination

2B Operational/Functional challenges

5 Fear of technology 1 2 3 4 5

6 Challenges related to technical /functional downtime  1 2 3 4 5

7 Distribution of Water to consumers 1 2 3 4 5

2C Financial challenges

8 You face scarcity of funds for business 1 2 3 4 5

9 Lack of access to capital/microfinance from banks 1 2 3 4 5

10 Scarcity of resources like land, raw water, manpower 1 2 3 4 5 
for distribution of water

2D Political challenges

11 Limited participation in village-level political meetings 1 2 3 4 5

12 Lack of voice in the political meetings 1 2 3 4 5

13 Limited or negligible representation in political arena 1 2 3 4 5

13E Environmental challenges in accessing water     

14 Inadequate and improper water collection points and 1 2 3 4 5 
facility exist?

15 Water collection too early in the day or too late at night 1 2 3 4 5

16 Long walking distance of the source from home 1 2 3 4 5

2E Institutional challenges

14 There is a lack of networks to collaborate and learn in 1 2 3 4 5 
SWE business

15 Lack of role models to mobilize and motivate women 1 2 3 4 5 
for SWE business

16 Limited access to information and resources 1 2 3 4 5

ûû û ü= üü
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Q3. Benefits realized through association with the SWE program:

  Strongly  Disagree Neither Agree Strongly  
 disagree  agree nor  Agree 
   disagree

3A Opinion about SWE program:

1 Supervised by the SWE team on timely basis 1 2 3 4 5

2 It is convenient to manage household responsibilities  1 2 3 4 5 
together with business

3 Innovations and capacity building programs ease the 1 2 3 4 5 
process of doing business

3B Technical competency gained 

4 Training is received for bookkeeping 1 2 3 4 5

5 Financial training received is helpful 1 2 3 4 5

6 Leadership training are provided 1 2 3 4 5

7 Training received to use technical tool is helpful 1 2 3 4 5

8 There is easy access to training materials 1 2 3 4 5

3C Benefits realized in terms of financial independence

9 Gained financial independence 1 2 3 4 5

10 Additional income to support family expenses 1 2 3 4 5

11 Now your opinion is important in the financial 1 2 3 4 5 
decisions of the family

3D Benefits realized in terms of political say

12 Enhanced participation in village-level political 1 2 3 4 5 
meetings (VWSC- Village Water Sanitation Committee)

13 Voice in village development decisions of the 1 2 3 4 5 
committee

ûû û ü= üü

SECTION 2: Individual Interviews with Women After Onboarding

Draw a list of all the water policy frameworks that you need for your research. The policies could be regional, 
national, sub-national or sectoral 

Q21. What is the total number and scope (regional, national, sub-national, sectoral) of policy frameworks  
 regarding women’s empowerment?

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Q22. How many policies have gender-specific objectives, commitments and outcomes?

a)		 Write	down	the	gender-specific	objectives,	commitments	and	outcomes	for	each	policy.	

b)		 Review	the	gender-specific	objectives,	commitments	and	outcomes	and	assign	these	categories	to	the	policies;	 
	 Gender-Sensitive	(GS),	Gender	Responsive	(GR),	Gender	Transformative	(GT).	Make	a	note	for	each	policy.
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Individual interview with women from the community 

Q23. Assistance received and awareness about the existing Government programs for women empowerment:

Q24. What are the difficulties/ challenges you face in availing benefits from the existing gender-related policies/ 
 programs? Please explain.

1. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Q25. What is the support you would recommend to receive from the government?  

5. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

7. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

8. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Yes No

Have you heard about the government programs like Mudra scheme, Naari Yojna,  1 2 
Stree Nidhi, e-Panchayat services (Include the list of gender-specific  
policies identified)

Have you availed of any of the facilities available by the government for women 1 2 
empowerment

Do you have access to microfinance for meeting your financial needs for business 1 2

Do you have rights/ ownership for the businesses 1 2

Access to land, raw water and other resources required for the business 1 2

Access to training materials from or under government-run programmes in the 1 2 
village

Have you come across any public awareness about these policies using social  1 2 
media, publications, audio-visuals, billboards, brochures, flyers, etc. Give details.)

Any other assistance received from the Government (if Yes, please specify)  1 2 
___________________________________________________________________________
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Tool 3: iSWEET Toolkit
With 10 modules, 30 tools, and 63 sub-tools, the iSWEET Toolkit design facilitates training and empowering SWE 
implementers, NGOs, women-led self-help groups, and social entrepreneurs to scale up SWEs. iSWEET offers guidance on 
SWE assessment, feasibility models, installation, operations and maintenance, community mobilization, social marketing, 
business processes, the inclusion of women as SWE operators and managers, monitoring and sustainability, and many 
other topics.

Elements of The Toolkit
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Tool 4: Operator Audio-Visual training Tool
S. No Module Tools Sub-tools

1 Introduction  Basic Introduction Components

 34:24  Dosing

   Displays

   Controls

   Sensors

   Back Wash Sand Filter Back Wash

   Carbon Filter Back Wash

   RO Back Wash

2 Purification System Start of Day  

 58:25 Raw Water Input  

  Start RO Plant  

  Back Wash  

  Chemical Wash  

  Preparation of Dosing Solution  

  Tank Cleaning Raw Water Tank

  Tank Cleaning Treated Water Tank

  End of Day  

  Can Washing  

                             Maintenance Good Housekeeping

   Raw Water Tank Cleaning

   Treated Water Tank Cleaning

   Sensor Cleaning

   Chemical Wash

   UV Cleaning

   Solar Panel Cleaning

   Calibration

3 Remote Monitoring Introduction RMS 

 1:09:40  Sales Panel 

   Control Panel

   Manual vs Auto

  Plant Monitoring  Plant Production Status

   Plant Status & Alarms

   LED Alarms
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   Control Panel Messages

  Daily Operations Add Customer

   Update Balance

   Edit Customer

   Purchase Water

   Water Sales by Code

   Enter pH & Cl

   Download Values

   Recharge Summary

  Miscellaneous Functions Sync File

   Check SIM

   Troubleshooting Tablet

   Software Upgrade

   Calibration

   Init File

   Disconnect

  Plant Parameters Parameter Details

   Download Configuration

   Upload Configuration

4	 Water	Quality

 11:45  

5 Solar

 03:20  

Additionally, we involve women in developing empowerment spiel, embed new behaviours and skills, instil confidence. At 
this stage, women receive confidence building measures to handle questions from their home and community, learn about 
SWE setting-up, and the consumer activation skills.
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Tool 5: Case Study

Gender Equality – Results & Achievements
•		 Women’s	participation,	leadership,	and	decision	making	in	the	water	increased.	The	women	involved	reported	

that the project, other than improving their living conditions, also improved their sense of empowerment, self-
determination, and self-esteem. Both men and women report a change in gender relations, especially the men who 
have an increased understanding of household issues.

•	 Women	and	men	benefited	equitably	from	capacity-building	activities.	The	project	provided	equal	opportunities	for	
men and women for training at the local level.

•	 Proof	that	women	are	capable	and	can	manage.	The	goal	was	to	ensure	that	the	unit	had	the	capacity	to	promote	
pro-poor governance and mainstream gender perspectives throughout project activities. This institutional 
arrangement proved useful and ensured that the implementing agency had the capacity to consult with women 
and men before responding to the priorities of women. The project placed greater emphasis on pro-poor governance, 
water demand management.

•	 Increased	understanding	of	gender	issues	in	water	and	sanitation.	The	project	contributed	to	increased	
understanding of gender equality issues in water supply and sanitation among project staff and public 
representatives. With training, orientation sessions, and cross-learning from other urban development projects, the 
project staff and partners were able to address the social, legal, technological, financial, and institutional barriers 
faced by poor people in accessing water and sanitation. 
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NOTES
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NOTES
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